MINUTES OF MAY 14, 2007, MEETING OF COE ACCREDITATION
COMMITTEE
Present: Alsup, Carriveau, Downing, Hall, Hickenbotham, Hovland, Simpson,
Thompson, Wolff
Minutes of the last meeting were approved; Hall moved, and Carriveau seconded
the motion.
The committee looked at the COE Conceptual Framework revision adopted by the
COE Strategic Planning Committee after input from this group, the COE Advisory
Council, and the faculty as a whole. This newly revised document will lead to revisions
of the dispositions checklist and all other forms and tools. In fall 2007, Alsup and
Simpson will send to all program assessment coordinators guidelines to help them check
alignment of all present assessment plans with the Conceptual Framework and revise as
needed. Hall suggested the possibility of a retreat in the fall, designed to look at plan
revisions and incorporating the conceptual framework revision, in addition to the
regularly scheduled retreat in spring 2008 to jointly analyze assessment data and use of
results.
Alsup, Carriveau, and Wolff reported on the April 2007 NCATE Conference.
Wolff discussed web-based data collection. Alsup and Carriveau noted the need to better
meet the diversity standard here at BHSU, with Alsup reminding the committee of the
assessment data supporting the need. The group discussed possible curriculum changes
to accomplish this, including utilizing the DDN network, WebCT, and MySpace to
facilitate interaction and dialogue with diverse groups of P-12 students. Simpson noted
that everyone certifying to teach takes MLED 480, Middle Level Methods, making it
appropriate for the addition of more experiences with diversity. Hickenbotham noted that
SEED 408, The Professional Teacher-Secondary (required in all 7-12 certification
programs), could perhaps duplicate experiences with diverse populations already being
implemented for elementary education majors. Hall noted that Project Select already
provides candidates multiple experiences with diverse P-12 populations.
Carriveau noted that Art Fisher of Oglala Lakota College might welcome the
opportunity to exchange some teacher education candidates. He is interested in placing
some of his candidates in our Foundations of Education course in Rapid City. Such an
exchange would provide our candidates experiences with more diverse peers.
Carriveau reported one curricular improvement in EDFN 395, Pre-Admission
Practicum, based on needs identified by assessment data. Candidates complete two 20hour practicum experiences; now one of those experiences will require placement in a
school with greater racial and socioeconomic diversity, as identified by the National
Center for Educational Statistics. Central High School and North Middle School in Rapid
City, along with at least four other area schools, can provide such opportunities.
Hickenbotham reviewed the goals achieved this year by the committee and led the
group to commit to a greater focus on diversity in goals for next year. Downing,
Hickenbotham, and Silva will attend the national NCATE conference in fall 2007.
The meeting was adjourned.
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